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Abstract— The Solar power is the future of mankind because is availability on earth and with very less carbon footprint. The solar power in upcoming years will dominant the power generation industry and will improve the climatic conditions of planet earth. The solar panel efficiency is improving as technology is improving. There are many techniques are used for improving the power output from solar panel module like temperature reduction and solar tracking. In solar tracking technique the position of sun is tracked by using different techniques. In this paper we will discuss about the Camera based solar tracking system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The solar electrical power system is fastest growing renewable energy system. The total solar energy output of world is 405 gigawatt out of which 89% is installed in last decade and growing[1]. As technology advances the cost of generation is decreasing and efficiency of solar panel module is increasing as time passes. There are several methods for increasing the efficiency of solar panel module like solar tracking, temperature reduction of solar panel and many more[2]. The solar tracking is a technique in which by using different sensor the position of sun is determined and solar panel module is aligned accordingly, thus increasing the total output of system. The solar tracking is of two type one is single axis and second is dual axis solar tracking. In dual axis solar tracking sun is tracked horizontally and vertically by using a particular system[3].

II. METHODOLOGY USED:

The model is constructed using a 20 watt solar panel module, which is fixed on a platform capable of moving horizontally and vertically by the help of two fixed servo motors controlled by Arduino Uno. The Arduino Uno acts as a gateway between a main processing unit i.e. a computer. The Arduino Uno receives the feedback from main processing unit and rotates the motor and align the solar panel module accordingly. The main processing unit processes the image taken from camera and performs all the calculation by it-self.

III. WORKING OF SYSTEM:

As shown in figure 1, the camera is covered by a welding glass for saving camera from harsh sun light and for taking more clear photos of sun, the welding glass act as filter for camera for generating more clear images of sun.

![Figure 1: Model](image1)

![Figure 2: Block Diagram of System](image2)
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converted into main different type for making process fast and more accurate. First the images is captured in RGB format, The RGB image than converted into ‘value’ plane than to Binarized, After that binarized image is converted into Erode format afterwards to Contour and in last we get resulting image which is show the actual image of sun and its location to processing unit[4].

**Figure 3: Image Conversion by main processing unit**

The data processed by main processing unit is transferred to Arduino Uno regarding the location of sun and how much the system should adjust for getting maximum power from sun. The Arduino Uno than controls the servo motor and adjust the system position

**IV. COMPONENTS USED IN SYSTEM:**

**Camera:**

The camera module OV7670 is used in the system for capturing the images of and sent to Arduino Uno. The camera module is directly connected with Arduino Uno[5].

**Arduino Uno:**

The Arduino Uno act as bridge between main processing unit, functional unit and input unit of system. Arduino Uno receives the captured images form camera and send the captured images to main processing unit for processing. The IC used in Arduino Uno is Atmega628[6] for processing unit and Arduino Uno receives data from main processing unit regarding the location of sun and data related to adjustment in solar panel module for harnessing maximum power through solar panel module by using servo motor.

**Servo Motor:**

The servo motor is used for adjusting the solar panel module. The servo motors degree of rotation or angel of rotation is easily controlled by using micro controlled. The servo motor also provide high torque by using a set of gear for providing high torque[7].
V. CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM VS CAMERA BASED SOLAR TRACKING & RESULTS:

According to figure 7 camera based solar tracking system is more accurate as compare to Light Detecting Resistor (LDR) based solar tracking system. Due to in Camera based system we use image processing and get more accurate results and because of these results the adjustments are made more accurate.

VI. CONCLUSION:

According to graph 1 the power output of Camera based system is more than light sensor based system on an average. By using Camera Based system the efficiency of system is increased by 0.165% as compare to LDR based system.

The system can also stores the weather related data, generated from images like the weather is cloudy, sunny, windy or partially cloudy as shown in below image.
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